
ROPOX GET UP

”A table that makes a difference”

GIVING YOU SUPPORT TO SIT AND STAND
Get-up is a mobile table with a person-lifter, that helps you stand up and sit down, and the table’s features
are designed specifically to make the situation as easy as possible. The table is often used for training
purposes in ergo- and physiotherapy or as an aid in private homes.

The arm supports and handles support the user when shifting position and the table height is easy to
adjust to suit the user at the table. You can also mount knee- and back-supports as extra help to get up
or sit down.

The Get-up has many individual adjustment possibilities and is unique since the table height adjustment 
and the person lifter can be activated seperately or simultaneously. This gives the user a sense of comfort 
and safety.

It is good for the body to stand up in order to increase blood circulation and with this product, this 
exercise becomes pleasant. 
 
The Get-up is a safe and stable support in situations where help is needed and it can provide you with the
ability to manage your daily activities with less help from others.
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The items are produced according to the following Standard: DS/EN 12182 – 2012.
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ROPOX GET UP

Person lifting sytem, incl. 
leather sling. electric 220V AC 
Item 10-76303

Back support
Item 10-76314

Knee support
Item 10-76320

Heel support
padded with black foam rubber
Item 10-76322

Max. load capacity: 135 kg.
Height:    75-135 cm.
Depth:    79 cm.
Width:    68 cm.
Frame Colour:   Silver Grey

Electric height adjustment 75-135cm.  
Tabletop 79x68cm in colour light grey with black edges incl. boomerang Ø 40cm, 
hand control, arm supports, handles and 4 pcs. brake wheels.

Fabric sling
Item 10-76304

Half moon
Item 20-30527

External charger
Item 10-76311

Boomerang (30cm.)
Item 20-30523


